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workshop: tyros o.s.

Do  you  plaay  aalonng  to  MIDI  file  ssonngss?    If  you  do  you  mmaay  occaassionnaally  comme  aacrrossss  onne  thaat  iss  inn
aa  difficult  key.  Thiss  caann  be  qquite  off-pputtinng,  but  donn’’t  let  the  key  ssignnaaturre  sstop  you...  aa  ssolutionn  iss
aat  haannd

Matching the keyboard’s pitch 
to play-along MIDI Song files

In  our  August/September  edition  Robert  Heath  from
South  Yorkshire  asked  a  question  about  transposing
when  recording  a  piece  of  music  into  the  Song  (MIDI)
recorder  on  his  Genos  keyboard,  and  it  was  whilst  I
was  looking  into  this  that  I  recalled  another  MIDI  song
based  problem  that  also  crops  up  quite  often.

The little tune above is quite a simple one that most of
us wouldn’t think twice about - if it were written in a
simpler key, say C major instead of Db.  If, however,
you download a play-along Song file that is written in a
‘difficult’ key such as this, there’s a strong temptation
to pass it over and choose another to play instead.
That would be a pity, especially if it’s a song you like,
and the solution is really very straightforward.

1 Open the MIDI/Song file in your Tyros keyboard by 
pressing button [A] ‘Song’ and selecting the Song 
of your choice from either the Preset, User, HD or 
USB areas.  Press [EXIT] to return to the Main page 
where the song title will be displayed on the screen.

2 Press [PLAY/PAUSE] in the SONG area of the panel 
to check that the Song plays.  

3 If it does, press the [SCORE] button to open the 
music score in the display. (Yes, I know that, from its
position, it does look as though it should be part of 
the audio player/recorder - but it isn’t!
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4 The first bars of the music score appear on the 
screen.  

Note: Not all MIDI files are suitable for playing along
to - especially where the melody has been recorded
over several MIDI channels.  If this is the case the 
melody won’t display correctly in the Score page.

5 The score, as you can see, is written in the key of 
Db major (5 flats) which you might find rather 
daunting.  It would be far easier for us if we could 
see, and play, the tune in a key with fewer sharps 
and flats  (or, better still, none at all!).  

If we look at the keyboard we can see that C (the 
keynote of the key C major) is just one semitone 
step down from Db (the keynote of the key Db 
major) 

6 So, if we can lower the key of the MIDI/Song file by 
one semitone step we should be able to play the 
piece in the key of C major.

Press the [MIXING CONSOLE] button on the panel 

and then select the TUNE tab at the top of the page.  

7 Then, at the bottom of the page, look for the 
TRANSPOSE > SONG knob and, using the bottom 
part of button [2] lower the pitch of the MIDI/Song 
file by one (semitone) step.

8 Press the [SCORE] button again and you’ll see the 
difference the transposition has made.  The music 
now appears on the screen in the key of C and you 
can follow this and play along in the same key on 
the keyboard.

That’s all you need to do.  Simply by transposing the
MIDI/Song file into a key you prefer to play in you also
transpose the score - but not the keyboard itself.  

A  final  note:

This change of key must be achieved using the
TRANSPOSE controls in the Mixing Console’s TUNE
page because using the [TRANSPOSE] buttons on the
keyboard’s front panel will alter the pitch of both the
keyboard and the Song together.  This leaves you no
better off because you’ll still have to read and play the
notes as they are written on the page.
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